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Abstract: Australian road assets are estimated at about 100 billion dollars. The asset value is

constantly changing due to new investment in road infrastructure and continuous deterioration

from use and climatic effects. Knowledge of total expenditure on roads and bridges including
new construction, minor and major upgrading and refurbishments, and maintenance are essential

inputs into the assessment of the road system. Gross capital stock is based on retirements while
the net capital stock is affected by depreciation. Net and gross capital stock is estimated for the

period 1968-69 to 1997-98. This study uses the conventional Perpetual Inventory Model
approach. The output from the asset model confirms that it is an'appropriate technique for
estimating the value of road assets. It also shows that a 50o/o retirement function is suitable for
representing the pattem ofretirement ofroad assets in Australia. The asset value may be used to
devise road pricing and investment policies.
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I. INTRODUCTION AND BACKGROUND

Capital refers to the total investment of orvners in a business that is available for reinvestment in
the production of goods @amhart 1975). Capital stocks are reproducible, tangible assets used as

factors ofproduction in combination with other inputs such as labour, energy and other natural

resources or materials. When considering the economy of a country, capital stock investments

include health, education, defence, social security and welfare, housing, recreation and culture,
fuel and energy and transport and communications, among others. The transport and

communications sector is segregated into road, water, air, rail and communications.

The Australian road system is an important economic asset. It consists of roads, bridges,

intersections, funnels, and other forms of road infrastructure. The system has evolved over

decades over which millions of dollars have been invested each year in its construction,

maintenance, rehabilitation and management. Like all assets, the road system renders service

throughout its life and depreciates from use, obsolescence and environmental factors.

Economic performance studies are essential to gain insights into how transportation infrastructure

services should be priced, delivered, managed and financed. Charging for infrastructure

increases the efficiency of road and highway infrastructure capital stock. Therefore, to devise

policies on investment and pricing, the estimation of asset value of road infrastructure is

essential.
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1.1 Asset Value

The asset value of the Australian Road and Highway system is based on the public and private
sector investments in the system. Three variations of asset value can be determined: the Book
value, the Replacement value, and the Market value.

Book value is an accounting concept. It is based on the cost of acquiring the asset which is

adj usted for depreciation.

Replacetnent value of an asset is the cost today to replace the asset in new condition. 'lhis is

always higher than the book value, but is a useful concept for insurance purposes. It is
recommended by insurancr companies that a house or a building be insured for its replacement
value so that in the event ofdestruction. the insurer is not out ofpocket in replacing the asset.

Market ,-alue is the value that the asset will fetch if sold on the market in its current condition.
The market value may be less or greater than the book value and may depend on the depreciation
model used, the current condition ofthe asset, and the history of its use. Ifthe asset cannot be

easily sold in the market piace, as is the case with the Australian Road and Highway system. the
present value of all benefits that the asset may provide in its lifetime may be taken ss its worth
and hence, the market value.

This paper only aims to provide estimates of the book value of road and highway infrastructure.
No attempt has been made to estimate the replacement or market value. This is considered to be
compatible with the financial statements produced by government agencies which show the value
of the road assets after accounting for depreciation.

1.2 Depreciation Models

Depreciation may be time-based and/or activity-based. Since a proportion of deterioration of
roads takes place from weather and environmental factors, some part of depreciation has to be

based on elapsed time.

Activity-based depreciation. An asset may be depreciated on the basis of its usage
(activity) and/or the passage of time. ln case of highway and road assets, the activity-based
depreciation charge in a period will be a fraction of the asset value which is the ratio of travel
task undertaken during the period to the life-time travel task that can be undertaken on the asset.

The difficulties in basing the depreciation charge on activity levels include the follorving:

Non-homogeneity of tasks: The road and highway system is used for the movement of people
(expressed in vehicle-km) and forthe movement of goods (expressed in tonne-km). It would be

necessary to convert the task performed into a homogeneous product.

Non-homogeneity of users: The system is used by vehicles of varying sizes and a,rie weights.
Vehicles cause varying degree of wear and tear of the system based. primarily, on their weight. It
is well icnou'n that a semi-trailer causes more wear and tear than a dozen sedans. Passenger car
equivalents may need to be developed to convert the total traffrc using the system to a
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homogeneous quantity. Remember that the well-known concept of pcu in traffic flow is based on
the effect ofvehicles on the relative degree ofdifficulty in manoeuvring and is inappropriate in
the case of assessing their relative effect on wear and tear of the road system.

Time-based depreciation: The harsh climatic and environmentai factors (like frozen roads in
Canada, and cyclonic rains in North Queensland) have dramatic impact on the deterioration of
roads. Therefore, some proportion of depreciation of highway assets has to be time-based.
Hutchinson (1991) found thal 50%o of road network deterioration could be attributed to
environmental factors alone in Canada.

Models of time.based depreciation: It is easier and more common to use time-based
depreciation models only. Three common variations of time-based depreciation models are
identified: the linear or straight line model (constant depreciation charge), the geometric or
declining balance model (accelerated depreciation) and sinking fund model (delayed
depreciation). The declining balance model is more commonly used in capital stock models,
although for road and highway issets, the deterioration is slower in the earlier periods and
accelerates as the asset ages. This points to the appropriateness ofthe delayed model. However,
most road authorities in Australia use the straight-line method of depreciation.

1.3 Investment in Roads and Highway Systems

Investment in the Australian Roads and Highway system is made by public sector
(Commonwealth, State and local govemments) and by private sector (toll roads, Harbour tunnel,
and private roads). The amount and proportion of funding by various levels of govemment has

been changing over time. Figue I shows the sources of inveshnent in the Australian road
infrastructure system.

Figure l: Sources of Highway System Investment

Investment in new road and bridge construction and major upgrading and refurbishmertts is

considered to increase the asset valuc while land acquisition, research and development and

minor renovations and alterations are not included in updating the asset value. Where possible,
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the expenditure on bridge construction and rehabilitation has been separated from the road and

highrvay construction to develop separate models for bridge assets and road/highway assets.

Figure 2: Structure of Highway Systern Expenditure

2. METIIODOLOGY

The asset value ofthe road system is increased by nerv investments and reduced by depreciation

or retirements. The structure of an asset model is based on a typicat inventory or reservoir model

with inflorv and outflow. The inventory or quantity of rvater in the reservoir is a level while
inflorv and outflow are rates over the relevant period. Figures 3 and 4 shorv the inputs and

outputs of an asset model in terms of stocks (tevets) and flows. Stocks are measured at the end of
the period (eg. gross capital stock), in million dollars. Flou,s are measured as a mte of change in

the constituent over the period in question (eg. depreciation, retirements), in $/year.

2.1 Estimation Procedures

Numerous road assets models have been developed around the world. Most of these models have

been in the domain of govemment departments. Almost every road/transport aulhority at a

provincial or national level has estimated the value of their road assets. The Canadian Road and

Highway Asset model has been deveioped by Transport Canada (Richardson, 1996) and uses

three models of depreciation - geometric, linear and delayed. The net capital stock in highrvays

declined as a proportion oftotal stock as uell as a percentage oftotal public sector capital stock.

Govemment investment in highway capital has been displaced by other public sector priorities.

Hofrnan (2000) applied the Perpetual Inventor;, Method (PIM) for estimating the capital stock of
Latin American highway system. This method is currently used by most OECID countries. The

Ausiralian Bureau of Statistics (Walters and Dipplesman, 1985) also used PIM to estimate

Australia's capital stock in several sectors of the economy including transpori. As a part of the

road network asset modelling, the Queensland Main Roads Department has used a computer-
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aided design package called Paminet SCENARIO for developing a decision support tool for its
road assets maintenanc€ system (Muir and Gordon, 1999).

2.2 Perpetual Inventory Model

The method used for determining the asset value and average age of the Australian road and
highway system is through the use of the Perpetual Inventory Method (PIM). PIM is used to
estimate gross capital stock as a weighted sum of cumulative historic investment flows (or capital
formation expenditures) appropriately adjusted for discards. Net capital stock, depreciation
flows, retirement flows and the average age ofthe capital stock for 1968-69 to 1997-98 are also
determined using PIM. PIM is chosen over other methods of measuring capital stock that include
surveys of physical assets, book values and insured values, composite physical indices.
accumulated savings models, and stock exchange values. In general, PIM is advantageous as it
uses available historic data on investment expenditure that is generally timely, uniform and
comparable. The model is relatively flexible where certain variables and assumptions can be
included or excluded from the model and it is easy to test its sensitiviry to varying definitions and
hypotheses. AIso, statistical transformation from current to constant dollar values is easily
obtainable.

Figure 3: Basic Structwe of Gross Capital Stock Model

Gross capital stock is updated by adding gross fixed expenditure on road infrastructure and
subtracting retirements. Net capital stock is obtained by subtracting depreciation charge.

Australian Highway Assets, SM
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Gross fixed
capital expcnditure

Australian Highway Assets, SM

Figure 4: Basic Structure of a Net Capital Stock Model

plM requires the accumulation of past capital investment flows, appropriately adjusted for asset

retirement flows and annual depreciation amounts. Therefore, model inputs include gross fixed

capital expenditure, assumed service life, a depreciation model and the retirement function.

2.3 Data

The precision ofthe model depends on the availabiliry and accuracy ofexpenditure data that must

extend over the lifetime ofthe stock and as far back as the most durable asset in existence.

A complete set of expenditure data is only available for 1970-71 to 1986-87. This is the period

when tlhe State Road Authorities and other agencies began to submit reports on their financing

and expenditure procedures. It was, in this time, that cost recovery policies were recognised as

an important ingredient in providing an efficient road transport system. This data is necessary as

inputinto the riodel to determine the asset values and is obtained from the Bureau ofTransport

Economics (1932, l9S9). The information includes expenditure figures for each of the three

levels of governmenr and is segrcgated according to whether the expenditure is for construction,

maintenaice or planning and research. Values for total expenditure for each level ofgovernment

are available from 1987-88 to 1997-98 from the Bureau ofTransport Economics (1998' 1999).

The model, used to determine the asset value requires that expenditure data be extended to cover

the assumed service life of the stock. The earlier data is for total expenditure by all levels of
government and is obtained from Butlin (1962), Keating (1973), Australian Bureau of Statistics

ind the Bureau of Transport Economics (1979, 1919a). As suggested b,y the Commonwealth

Bureau ofRoads (1g75),maintenance expenditure is assumed tobe25o/o ofthe total expenditure.
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2.4 Price Indices

Various data sources provided expenditure data in either current dollars or in an earlier year
constant dollars. For consistency, all data was converted to constant 1998-99 dollars by using
appropriate road construction price indices published by the Bureau of Transport Economics.

2.5 Mean Service Life

The service life of an individual capital item is "the interval between the date it enters productive
activity and the date it ceases to be employed in productive activity" (Bailey 1981). The mean
asset life for a class ofassets, as in the case ofroad infrastructure, is the weighted average ofthe
mean asset lives of the individual members of the class. Although asset lives are an important
requirement for the effective use of the Perpetual Inventory Method, the available asset life data
is limited. A study on the measurement of capital by Ward (1976) described mean service lives
as the "weakest aspect" ofthe Perpetual Inventory Method.

Austroads (2000) lists the assumed mean service tife for roads and bridges according to their
construction material. It is known that timber bridges have a much lower expected service life in
comparison to stronger, more reliable materials such as concrete or steel. Hence, by applying a
weighting factor according to the probability ofoccurrence ofthe different building materials, the
average service life is determined. The road infrastructwe capital stock service lives are likely to
show considerable variation over time due to inoeasing pace of technological and economic
change and the relative costs of constructing new stock and maintaining the old stock. To
accommodate this variance, it is wise to assume a distribution around the mean to accommodate
th€ youngest and oldest service lives in the stock.

3. ROADS AND HIGHWAYS ASSf,T MODELLING

3.1 Road Infrastructrire Gross Capital Stock

Gross capital stock represents the total volume of the existing physical stock available to a

country. This is a measure of cumulated past invesfinent flows still remaining in the cunent
period stock, valued at the prices of some base year. This measure takes account of retirements
ofthe stock that are made each year as the asset nears the end ofits expected service life.

Following the calculation of investment, retirement and service life, the gross capital stock value
for all roads in Australia has been determined. The initial starting value of the gross capital stock
(1968-69) is taken from Walters et al (1985) who used PIM to determine the asset value of all
stock in the Australian economy. The remaining gross capital stock figures from 1969-70 to
199'1-98 are easily obtained by:

GCSI : GCSt-r + GI t-r.o- R (-r,o (1)
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where GCS, = Gross Capital Stock at end of year t ($)

GCSt-r = Gross Capital Stock at end of year t-l ($)

GI 1t- r,9 = Gross investment durirrg year (t- I ,t) ($/year)

R r,-r,o = Retirements made during year (t-l,t) ($/yearl

3.2 Retirements

Once a mean asset life is assumed, it is necessary to apply a distribution that represents the

retirement pattern of the asset. This distribution may be expressed as either a survival or a

retirement function. Survival functions refer to the proportion of investment in a particular asset

category in a year that will survive a given number of_years. Retirement functions, on the other

hand, refer to the proportions ofthe investrnent that are retired in each year. As values ofarmual

asset retirements are required in the Perpetual Inventory Method, retirement functions are of most

use in this studY.

Three variations of the retirement functions are assumed for this model. These represent varying

assumptions regarding the probabilities of retirements of assets at the end of their mean service

life. This requires determining the probability of retirement in each year from new (zero years)

until the mean service life is reached, assuming that by the end of that year, the asset would be

50, 75 and 100 % retired. The first two assumptions allow for variances of service life around the

mean while the last assumes that the entire asset existing in year I would be retired by the end of
the service life year.

A bell-shaped curve best describes the retirement pattern of roads and bridges. The curve

suggests that the probability of retirement (P.;) in the first few years (for road stock,

approximately l0 years) is zero or close to zero. The probability increases along the bell-shaped

distribution as the mean service life approaches the maximum value (50, 15 or 100%).

After determining the probability of retirement each year after acquisition (Pj), the retirement

value can be determined, Walters (1985).

ML
sr

&o,o: ^L P1 GI1,-r,,)-; (2)
j =l

where R1o,t; = Accumulated retirements to end of period t ($/year)

Gla-r,o = Gross investment in period t ($/year)

P1 : Probability of retirement j periods after acquisition
ML : Mean service life (years)

This produced the total amount of retirements made from acquisition of the stock to that date.

Repeating the procedure using a lr{ioosoft Excel spreadsheet package determined all retirement

values from 1969-70 to 1997-98. However, PIM requires the amount retired in each year to

correspond with annual investment data. Defined as the difference in the total retirements made

from one year to the next, the amount retired in each year was:
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R t,-r,O 
: R 6,4 - R 1o,t-ry

where R (r-r,tr : Retirements made during year (t-l,t) ($/year)

R (0,0 = Accumulated retirements from acquisition to year t ($/year)

R 1o,t-r1 = Accumulated retirements from acquisition to year t-l ($/year)

The Perpetual Inventory Model employs these values in equation (l) to determine the gross

capital stock.

3.3 Net Capital Stock

Net capital stock is the cumulated depreciated value of the existing gross capital stock. Net
capital stock estimates reflect the declining value of an asset through its reduced potential

capacity to generate future earnings, as its remaining lifetime becomes progressively shorter.

In the same manner as gross capital stock, the required starting value of net capital stock for
1968-69 was taken from Walters et al (1985). The net capital stock values for 1969-70 to 1997-

98 are determined by:

NCSI : NCSt-r+GItt-r.o -Dt,-r,q

where NCS1 = Net capital stock at end of year t ($)
NCSr-r = Net capital stock at end of year t-l ($)
GI rt-r.o = Gross investrnent in year (t-l,t) (S/year)

D o-r,o = Depreciation in year (t- I,t) ($/year)

(4)

3.4 Depreciation

Estimates of capital consumption are derived by applying the straight-line depreciation function
while assuming the road stock asset declined u,ith age from the initial cost to zero at the end of its
service life. Hence, the saivage value at the end of the service life was assumed to be zero. This
scenario would be true if there were no investments on capital formation and maintenance.

However, for the case of Australia's road and highway stock, existing gross fixed capital
expenditure in each year increased the depreciated value to the new capital stock value. The
depreciation is calculated by using straight-line method as shown in Equation 5. Net asset value
is calculated from 1969-70 to 1997-98 using Equation 4.

GCS,_I /MRL=Dtt-rrl

where GCSr-r = Gross Capital Srock in year t-l ($)
D 11-r,ty = Depreciation in year (t-l,t) ($iyear)

MRL = Mean remaining service life of the asset (years)

3s3

(3)

(5)
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4. RESULTS

4.1 Investment in Road Infrastructure

Investment data is available since 1885-86 and a summary is presented in Table l. During 1885-

97, the total expenditure by all levels of govemments increased from $223.6 M to $7,014 M.

iansport

The trend in construction and maintenance expenditure is indicative of periods of economic

downfall and uprise in Australia, as shown in Figure 5. Maintenance and construction
expenditure remained relatively constant until the completion of World War I in 1918. The

proportion increased slightly until the begirming of World War II, over which it decreased quite

rapidly. Expenditure then increased until the.'1970's after which it increased rapidly to 1997-98.
Construction activity increased from $167.7M in 1885-86 to $4603.5M in 1997-98 and

maintenance activiry'rose from $55.9M to $2367.8M over the same period. This means that

maintenance formed 25o/o of lotal expenditure prior to 1970-7 I after which it increased to 3 8% in
1997-98. Overall, expenditure on maintaining the road system became more important over the

years while construction activity subsided. Planning and research expenditure also increased from
1970-71at $14.2m to $29.8M in 1975-76. The highway investment as a proportion of Gross

Domestic Product (CDP) has fallen dramatically up to 1980-81 but has remained steady at about

0.8% since then, as shown in Figure 6.

4.2 Private Sector Expendiiure on Roads

Expenditure on construction by the private sector increased from $806.1M in 1983-84 to

S4637.1M in 1998-99 as shown in Table 2. Of this, road construction attributes to 82Yo

(S660.1M) in 1983-84 and increased to 95o/o ($4402.7M) in 1998-99. Bridges construction

accounted for the remainder. (Australian Bureau of Statistics, catalogue no. 8762.0)

Table l: Total Government E ture on Roads in Australia. SM
Year Construction Maintenance Planning & Research Total Expenditure

Local Government
1970-7 1 393.9 337.7 0.0 731.6

199'7-98 1033.9 96). E 0.0 1999.7

State Government
1970-71 6s9.5 308.9 1.6 970.0

1997-98 Itt J.3 42. I 331E.5

Commonlvealth Government
t9'70-7 t 937.2 70.9 14.3 1022.4

1997-98 I JJU.U 2t3.5 0.0 1543.5
Iotal Public Sector

1 885-86 167.7 )).9 0.0 223.6
1970-7 I 1990.'7 717.4 15.9 2723.9

1997-98 4603.5 2367.8 42.7 't0t4.o

Source:- conomrcs 1989, 1998, 1999), Commonwealth Bureau ofRoads (1
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Figure 5: Expenditure on Highrval, Capiral Stock
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4.2 Mean Service Life

Based on the data from each State and Territory in Ausralia, the mean service life of road assets has

been calculated as a rvcighted average ofindividual assets. This has been estimated as 43 years. and

its distribution is shown in Figure 7.

Sarvice Llta D l!trlbutlon

Figure 7. Mean Service Life Distribution

4.3 Retirements

Three retirement modcls have been adopted for use in PIM. l-he probability of retirement by the

end ofeaclr year ofthe service life has been recorded and ratrges from 0 to 0.5. 0 to 0.75 and 0 to

1.00 respectivell', for the three models assumed.

For the 500% retirement ratc. the amount retired from acquisition of the stock to the end of each

year range from $4419.5M in 1969-70 to $12862.0M in 1997-98. The value of rctirements rr
each y"ai ranses from $7.3iv'l in 1970-'11 to $629.8M in 1997-98. For the 75 7o retirement

pattern. the retirements by the end of year range from $6911.7M in 1969-70 to $20545'6M in

lggT-98. Theretirementsineachyearincreasedfrom$l5.7Min1970-71to$950. lMin199'7-
98. For the 100% retirement pattern, the retirements increased from $8414.2M by thc end of
1969-70 to $24468.1M by the end of 1997-98.

I

Accum
Retirements

(SM)
Retirements

$lr4/y'ear

Retirements
(SM)

Retircments
$lvllyear

i;tnent

24468.1

Tabte 3 Asset Retirements

Accumulated j A
Retirenrents I Retirements

($M) I $M'.,"ear

t2862.0
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4.4 Gross Capital Stock

The initial value of gross capital stock, as taken from Walters et al (1985), is $24890.5M. The

remaining gross capital stock figures are determined using Equation 3 and depend on the

retirement of the stock and the three retirement patterns. The 50% retirement pattern gives the

gross capital stock asset value that increases from $27809.6M in 1970-71 to $91502.4M in 1997-

98. TheT5oZretirementpatternresultsinagrosscapital stockvalueof$27786.6Min1970-71
to $86310.9M in 1997-98 and the 100 % retirement pattern gives asset values ranging from
$27863.2M in 1970-71 to $83891.0M in 1997-98. as shown in ]'able 4.

4.5 Depreciation and Net Capital Stock

Using the PIVI equations 4 and 5. depreciation and net stock for each year from I968-69 to 1997-

98 have been determined.

Comparison of Gross and Net Capital Stock Figure 8 shows a comparison of gross and net

capital stock from 1968-69 to 1997-98 based on the values obtained by using PIM. The gap

betrveen gross and net stock appeurs to be rvidening representing the ageing of the highrvay
infrastructure.

Figure 8. Gross and Net Capital Stock

Table 4. Gross Capital Stock $M
ear 50% Retirement

Function
750l, Retiiement I IOOZ" Retirement

Function I Function

1970-7 | 27809.6 27189.6 | 27683.2

I 997-98 9t502.4 363mt 

-, 

836832

Grost CrpltalStock comps16d to Netcaplt!lstock (tM)

.

.
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4.7 Average Age

The average age of the road infrastructure capital stock is a ratio of past investment flows and
gross capital stock in the year of question. For the 50 o% retirement pattern, the average age of the
stock decreases from 9.6 years in 1968-69 to 7.5 years in 1983-84 after rvhich it increases to 7.9
years in 1988-89. lt remains constant until 1992-93 after which it increases to 8.1 years in 1996-
97 . For the 75%o retirement curve, the average age decreases from I 4.3 years in 1968-69 to I I .6
years in 1980-81 after which it increases to I 1.8 years in 1987-83 and decreases again to I 1.6 in
1983-84. The average age.then increases to 12.4 n 1997-98. The average age of the stock is
19.2 years in 1968-69 and decreases to 15.3 in 1980-81. It then increases to 15.5 in 1981-82 after
which it decreases in 1983-84. Since that time, the ayerage age ofthe stock greatly aged to I 7.5
years in 1997-98. It is concluded that the capital stock became younger until the early 1980's
after which the stock began to age.

5. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION

The Perpetual Inventory method has been used to determine the asset value and average age of
the Australian road infrastructure capital stock. This model indicates that the gross and net
capital stock steadily increased until 1997-98. The average age ofthe stock decreased slightly
until 1983-84 after which it continues to increase suggesting that the stock is getting older.
Retirements from the stock increased from one year to the next. Capital investment is seen to
replace these retirements. Depreciation also increased over the study period and in most years,
maintenance expenditure is seen to replace depreciation.

The estimated values of the road assets based on 50oZ retirement function is close to the
published value of $91 billion in 1995 (Cox, 1997). This conhrms the soundness of the
methodology used. lt may also be seen to supports the 50% retirement function implying that
50% of the road assets are retired by the end of their mean service life

The accuracy of the model could be further improved if construction and maintenance data are
collected in an inventory system. Annual upgrading of a database including actual service lives
and retirement values and investment distribution among bridges. rcads and other highway
infrastructure would be beneficial for future capital stock and average age estimation.

Further extension to this study could lead to the estimation of future asset value projections to
meet increasing demand on the road system. This would include future projections of retirement
values, capital investment, maintenance investment and depreciation. This information r.vould

Table 5. Average Age, years

Year 507o Retrrement
Function

75% Retirement
Function

100% Retirement
Function

l 968-69 9.6 14.3 t9.2
1997-98 6.U 12.8 17.5
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allow governments to develop spending policies to meet the anaual investment target and ensure

that the system is maintained and the user's demands arg met.

Policies leading to cost recovery could also be determined using the information obtained in this

study. This rvould involve comparing road user charges with past investment to determine if the

road users are getting what they pay for or, paying for what they are getting. The governments

could then determine efFrcient methods of recovering costs in future years. The segregation of
road user charges between rural and urban areas rvithiir Australia could be studied to determine

appropriateness of funding distribution. In other r.vords, are the available funds being fairly
distributed to aid all communities? This is essential to maintain the existence of a sustainable

road infrastructure system in Australia.
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